
KEVIN McNAMEE



We are gathered here together today in grief and pain and the manner of Kevin's 
passing and the hurtful demons he lived with for so much of his life only

seem to amplify that grief and pain all the more. Some may find comfort by
presenting this as the story of a tragic, tormented soul who has at last found peace,
an attempt to make a nice, neat tidy package to make it that bit easier for us to
comprehend the incomprehensible. 

But that just doesn't ring true to me. It is like passing off one bar as the entire song,
a single chapter as the whole book, a distorted and elliptical version of the story of
a beautiful boy who grew up to be a beautiful man. When someone gets an illness
like cancer, they are not then dismissed as nothing more than the sum of their cancer.
And so Kevin was so much more than the sum of his afflictions and, when he wasn't
preoccupied with his battles, he always got back to living his life with supreme
energy and hope. Today, I would like to talk about that side of him, to celebrate that
wonderful, vital, loving, original, talented and very special person who drew people
to him wherever he went in the world. 

Kevin is the youngest of our family of seven— Joseph-Anne-Bernard-Therese-
Gerard-Martina-and-Kevin— as we used to rattle it off in the night-time

prayers and there are just ten years between him and I, the eldest. So close in age
and all crammed together in the one home, it sounds like a recipe for utter mayhem.
Which it was—but all leavened with the total and utter familial love and loyalty as
preached by Mum as soon as we  first could talk. But to be honest you didn't need
any pushing to love Kevin. From the moment he  arrived on this earth, he was a
template for love, both giving and receiving. 

Around the time I was first girding my loins for the terrors of teenage-dom,
fabricating myself a suitably tough persona to see me through, Kevin's cot was
moved into my room. I may have had 20 Major cigarettes stashed underneath one of
the floorboards but I still sang him to sleep every night with his then-favourite song,
John Denver's Annie's Song, 'the storm in the desert and the sleepy blue ocean'. I still
blush at the memory. I'd imagine Kevin is also blushing right now





As a child he was one of the most openhearted little people you could ever meet, no
guile about him at all, even when you'd wish he'd have just a little bit for his own
self-protection. But then six older siblings are usually able to take care of that and
we did. Therese once built a bird's nest in the pear tree in the back-garden for his
entertainment and a four or five-year-old Kevin was entranced. 

The photo is still in a family album somewhere; when I say pear tree, I mean the four
foot high stick, all that remained of Mum's perpetually failing battle to put
horticultural manners on the permanent mudbath were we roamed. That the bird in
the nest was a yellow plastic bath duck gives you some idea of just how innocent
Kevin really was. 

He came in one evening, highly indignant and with his mouth covered in fur – the
cat had taken a bite out of him so he went ahead and bit the cat right back.

Though older brothers and sisters always prefer younger siblings to vamoose when
they have company, Kevin was the exception, and he became a great favourite with
many of our friends and in later years many of them became his friends as well and
some of them are here today.

In our family, you ate fast and you ate early if you wanted to do any eating at all, a
box of cereal would barely make it through the door before meeting its fate in a large
mixing bowl under a couple of pints of milk and seven slashing spoons. You'd
imagine the runt of the litter would fare worst of all but Kevin mastered the art of
eating early. He soon learned, for example, the safest place to eat his own sweets was
in the privacy of Sid's kennel. And then he began to grow, at first he was a long
runner bean without a pick on him but into his twenties he filled out and broadened
into a man-and-a-half and his legendary appetite came into its own. 

Anyone who ever cooked for Kev would near buckle under the weight of his 
ongoing compliments because he devoured every single bite with remorseless

ecstasy. The cook's head might even swell a tad until you'd see him tackle other
tables with equivalent gusto — while Kev was a great appreciator of flavour and
texture in a dish, it was nothing unless it came in endless and gargantuan quantities.
If you met all those criteria, then the meal he had just eaten was just about the best
meal he'd ever had. 





Everyone has a story about Kevin and eating and this one is from April. It is a great
tribute to someone if they can split up with a partner and still remain the closest of
friends. The very lovely April Barnett, whom the entire family were very fond of,
was probably the great love of his life and though they split up several years ago they
remained close right to the end. She shared this story with us in the last few days.  

“My favourite story of Macker, as I liked to call him, was when we went to Colorado
Springs for one Thanksgiving, to Pike's Peak, the tallest mountain there. We were in
the little cafe/gift shop at the top when I mentioned that I wanted to get a stuffed
Marmot. But Kevin had missed the tour guide's explanation that a Marmot was a
small mountainous rodent.
“He had just finished eating a small sandwich and was still hungry. So he asked me,
'How big is it?' So I motioned with my hands to indicate its size. 'Wow!' he said, 'If
it's that big I want one too.' I thought his reaction was strange so I asked if he was
sure. 'If it's that big it must be filling!!' he said.  I said, 'Kevin, do you know what a
Marmot is?' 'I don't care,' he said, 'I'm hungry!' So I purchased two souvenir stuffed
toy Marmots and brought him his. Needless to say he was not happy but I was
cracking up laughing.”

Personally, I suspect he may even have tried to eat the toy marmot when April wasn't
looking. 

Once, when Anne was visiting Kevin and Therese in San Francisco, he and Anne set
off on a road trip, a cheapo, organised bus tour to Las Vegas, which involved three
days travelling and cost all of 200 dollars including accommodation and one lunch
a day. As usual, Kevin wasn't overloaded with the bucks as they headed off so Anne
made a deal whereby she'd look after the extra food and snacks if he could at least
come up with the price of his ticket. Stopping, one evening in a rather downmarket
motel, the type of place where crackheads and hookers make up the doormat— most
definitely a novel experience for Anne— a nearby takeaway burger joint was the
best they could do for their evening meal. Anne ordered a burger, fries and drink.
Then Kevin rather sheepishly asks for four burgers, four fries and four drinks. Now,
there's milking it and there's milking it but you get used to Kevin's appetites and she
wearily forked out the cash, walking out ahead muttering in irritation. She turned
back to look for him and there he was giving two of the burgers, two of the fries and
two of the drinks to a couple of homeless guys just outside the restaurant. Anne
confessed she hadn't even noticed them as they entered restaurant and said they
made it back to their motel, guided by the light of her cheeks, glowing bright red.





You see, while Kevin's consumption may have been mindboggling, his ability to 
give was even greater and his generosity and softheartedness knew no

boundaries, even if someone else was footing the bill, and he especially felt for those
on society's bottom rung.

Mum remembers leaving the Opera House after a show in Cork one freezing cold
night with Kevin and other family and friends. All in the party chucked in a coin or
two and walked on but when Mum looked back, there was Kevin taking off his own
scarf and gently wrapping it around the man's neck. He was the same with animals.
He may have been chawing down on the occasional vicious cat as a young fellow
but he always loved animals, beginning with our dog Sid and cat Stalin and could
never understand why we weren't gushing with excitement to Skype with Jake and
Digger, his kittens. 

Children adored him, recognising the kindred spirit, the eternal child inside this giant-
man and he absolutely doted on his nieces and nephews. Max, older than all the other
nieces and nephews by 11 years shared a particular bond with Kevin that was more
like that of brothers than uncle-nephew and they could sit and parse a single episode
of the Simpsons for hours on end. Kevin enjoyed not being the youngest for a change
and loved taking on the responsibility of caring for Max even if you were never sure
which one was really in charge. With all the younger nieces and nephews, Kev would
hunker down to their level and wade into whatever game they were playing with a 'hey
there, little feller!' and disappear into their world for hours.

J ust in case you think I'm going to tell you how Kevin would walk across his
bathwater rather than sit in it, I can assure you he had a most human side indeed

beginning with his love of laughter. You can be damn sure that he is going to use this
as an opportunity to catch Anchorman 2 before any of us. He was a tremendous
mimic, with a canny ear for all sorts of accents and voices, bringing to hilarious life
the oddballs and eccentrics he was forever encountering. For a while he had a crew
of friends from AA in San Francisco who'd seem outrageous in a Cohen Brother's
movie (including one former bagman for the Russian mafia) and they all adored him.
After meetings, friends recall that everyone would gravitate to Kevin because he had
such an ability to listen and empathise. At one stage, he and his crew of misfits, all
went on a (sober) holiday to Haiwai, Kevin, their 'spiritual' leader, keeping them all
in check, docile as lambs. Mind you, lambs you didn't mess with and what transpired
sounded like the funniest movie never made and all of it, utterly unrepeatable in a
place like this.





He lived many glorious and wild adventures and loved nothing better than telling
them even when he was the butt of the joke, and the copious tears of sorrow we've
shed over Kev are still only a drop in the ocean compared to the tears of laughter
we've shared. One night on the phone, he told me in all seriousness, that he would
love to have a job doing voices for cartoons. I heard him in all seriousness and we
both agreed that would be a most glorious career indeed. 

At first it was funny watching our little man grow into this giant and then after 
a while it became rather awe-inspiring. While we continued to see our baby

brother, a little boy trapped in the body of a man, he had turned into a fabulously
handsome beast altogether, the class of fella that had the ladies sliding about the
place in their own drool. And what's more, he's after going off with the only
remaining head of hair the four McNamee boys could muster up between them!

Some might argue that he brought out the mothering side in women but I can assure
you it was far from mothering they had on their minds, the boy was pure catnip for
ladies. 

When he moved to America, there were several attempts by older ladies, well-
meaning or otherwise, to get him into modelling. He went along with it reluctantly
for a while, after all, he reasoned it was money for old rope, especially if all you had
to do was stand around frowning to pass for the next Heathcliff. However, our Kevin
was distinctly old school and a lot about the modelling world made him instantly
uncomfortable, particularly the fact that a lot of the modelling boys seemed to fancy
him as much as the modelling girls. 
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After a while in San Francisco, Kevin gradually fell into working as a tiler but not
just any old tiler, rather an apprentice to the best tiler in the world, a guy by the name
of Steve. You see, according to Kevin, the best tiling in the world is done in San
Francisco. (A body might be inclined to question that but I suppose you had to bow
to his superior knowledge, wherever it came from.) Furthermore, Steve was the best
tiler in San Francisco (perhaps a tad more quantifiable?) and therefore this is how
Kev came to work for the best tiler in San Francisco and that's largely how he made
his living from then on, working as a tiler and handyman. Although he did confide
to Gemma one time that he informed prospective conquests that he 'worked with
stone' as it 'sounded more creative!'.

At a time like this, people often give us, his immediate family all the sympathy 
and forget a little about the extended family and friends but they are hurting

too. Kevin met my now-wife Gemma, a friend of my sister Therese, 14 years before
I ever did and Therese's husband Joe Murray has been like a fourth brother to him
over the years. Niamh, dubbed “Nifters” by Kev, was another sister and Kevin
Murray and Geraldine are equally heartbroken. 





His good friends Garrett and Mike are here today and I'd love to read a little tribute
from Garret which says so much:

‘We laughed a lot and hugged a lot, we mostly talked complete rubbish in different
accents and on topics that were totally ridiculous and meaningless and we both
enjoyed it.
‘We had lots of deep conversations over the years also and Kevin was very
intelligent and articulate and was always quick to express his love for the important
people in his life.
‘He always listened when I was having a bad day and always offered advice and
comforting words. He truly had a heart of gold and was a soft, kind and very caring
human being.
‘He also had a massive talent but no amount of encouragement could persuade him
to believe in himself. I'm sitting here looking up at a piece of sellotape that kevin left
on my kitchen wall when he took down a poster... that bit of sellotape has reminded
me of Kevin for the last couple of years. but sellotape aside, Kevin has left an
indelible mark on our lives and I will never forget him.’

We are all Momma's boys in our family and proud to call ourselves such but 
Kevin especially so. A friend of Therese rang the other day to say she always

remembered him walking Mum into the schoolyard in recent years, to collect
random grandchildren, and he linking her as if she were made of porcelain.

Coming over to my house for regular Sunday dinners, they made for the most bizarre
yet perfect couple, this big lumbering beast constantly fussing over this demure little
old lady whom he'd swaddle in multiple coats, hats and scarves until she looked like
Paddington Bear at the train station, waiting to be found. He'd prise her out of his
latest rustbucket and squire her into the dinner table, fussing over her like a maiden
aunt. He could hardly walk past her without smiling and kissing her head and
exclaiming, Jeepers, short for G-Pat, short for Granny Pat as she is universally
known in our family.

And they laughed all the time, constantly. Everything they did, Kevin would touch up
with a sheen of humour. Even clearing the snails from her flowerbed each night turned
into an extended sitcom about border patrol way down South as he gave the slugs
Mexican accents before rounding them all up and taking the bucketful across the road
to the stream where he'd release them again unharmed. The old softy, once again.





They'd head up the road to Therese or Tina to babysit, Mum the brains and Kevin
the brawn, Mum to point out that a child could possibly drown diving headfirst into
a toilet, Kevin the one to haul the offending child out, Mum to dictate the bedtime
routine, Kevin the one to lift the child into the cot. Kevin adored his family utterly
and spoke of us constantly to friends and strangers in the kind of terms that has me
wondering why we don't actually rule the world. Tina recalls the pressure on the girls
whenever they had to meet new friends of Kevin who'd be primed to expect a bevy
of supermodels. Mind you, I know I am a biased brother but I think they do scrub
up pretty well. 

But to him, Mum existed on a plane above all of us again. We are so so glad that, in
recent years, he ended  up living with her again for an extended period, it breathed
such life into both of them, they took such pleasure in each other's company and it
was a joy to witness.

In a life blighted by afflictions such as Kevin's, outsiders very often make the 
mistake of attributing them to weakness but Kevin was not weak. He may have

been soft but he was not weak and it was with total bravery and courage that he
fought his demons tooth and nail throughout his life. Every time he fell from the
saddle, he'd climb back up again, sometimes we were there to give him a leg-up,
often times he did it on his own. It is impossibly hard, even for the very best of us,
to keep on repeatedly rolling that rock up to the top of the hill and eventually
exhausted he surrendered to the deepest sleep. 

In those terrible hours after we heard of his death, we conjured up all sorts of awful
images and scenarios but then miraculously they were all washed completely away
when we made contact with a woman named Zanne, a native American Indian healer
who had befriended him in his final couple of months. Zanne painted a completely
different picture, of him living in his little den, surrounded by his music, his guitar,
his treasures and his momentos of his precious family, of a soul aware of his
destination and glad to be finally heading towards the peace he had always sought. 





You'd wonder how to carry on in the face of the loss of such a special person as 
Kevin because the pain of death and bereavement is so deeply physical, such

a great uprooting. But though it may be the lovely eyes, the ugly toes, the funny
fingers, the bulbous nose we first fall in love with when we meet someone special
for the first time, whether that be a child or a parent, a partner or a friend,  ultimately
the body is just another form of transport for something much greater and as time
passes we learn to love what is deeper than the skin until eventually that part of
them, that essence lodges deep in our own hearts. 

It is how I can still love my mum over in Bishopstown even while I am living in
Blackrock. It is how I can love family and friends further afield and all the way
around the world. It is not just me, it is how we all as human beings operate, taking
a part of those people we love and storing it up in a place we build especially for
them in our hearts. And for as long as I'm alive that piece of Kevin is still alive in
me. And as many in this church who have been through a bereavement and come out
the other side will know, even one or two friends who have lost a sibling in similar
circumstances, a day will come when we can spend time with Kevin's living memory
and a smile will come to the face instead of a tear.

Many who knew Kevin may be thinking I've left something in particular out 
what he would have enjoyed calling his U-Googly (thank you, Derek

Zoolander) and that is music. But rather I have saved it for the very end for, other
than the people he loved, it was the most important thing in his life. It was something
he and I shared, the musical gene somehow skipping our deeply and profoundly
tone-deaf other five siblings. He was a highly intelligent and literate man and his
own writings were very beautiful and he was also a very talented guitarist and singer.
At times, his taste in music may have been extremely questionable but then that's
why big brothers have massive record collections, to educate, and he plundered mine
with a vengeance. In fact, he had everything needed to make a success of himself
musically except the self-confidence and self-belief to stand up in front of a big
crowd and prove just how special he really was. But now, I'm going to ask another
friend of mine, Cormac, to come up and cue up one of Kevin's songs and I'd ask you
to give it your heart-felt attention because Kevin is finally getting to play what is
definitely the biggest gig of his career to date. And when it is finished, feel free
afterwards to give him a standing ovation. Thank you.



COMMUNICATION - KEVIN MCNAMEE
This is one of Kevin’s songs which was played at the end of the eulogy:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EA97EgrHls8

SPIEGEL IM SPIEGEL - ARVO PART
This is one of my favourite pieces of music, which I used as a lullaby for my

younger children and it was played as Kevin’s coffin was carried from the church:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RYypmgIYOVQ


